


Meeting Called to Order 

 

Meeting called to order at 3:31 P.M.  

 

Robert Culp noted that we have a quorum.  

 

Robert asked the body assembled to fill out their committee preferences and submit 

them to the executive committee.  Robert Culp asked the faculty to fill out the 

committees that the members would be interested in joining. Sarah Mergel 

reminded people to review the responsibilities of a faculty senator before you agree 

to serve on a committee as the responsibilities include minute taking and the calling 

of the first meeting. Sarah noted we would be more diligent in taking notes.  

 Kelson Smith asked about elections within departments and what we do with 

those committee appointments already made within departments.  

o Sarah Mergel noted that the committees are not mutually exclusive. 

Sarah noted that you couldn’t be both your departmental 

representative and the faculty senator assigned to that committee. 

o Sarah assured people that if they were not tenured they would not be 

placed on a committee that required tenure.  

o Kelson Smith noted that some subcommittees require you to be on the 

main committee. Discussion ensued about whether or not the 

departmental members could be part of the subcommittees. The 

answer was determined to be yes.  

 

New Business  

 

Creating a Master Committee List  

 

Robert noted the need for a Master List of committees on campus so we could know 

which committees are under the purview of the Faculty Senate and which of the 

committees are under the purview of academic affairs. We also need to know how 

many committees are on campus and who is in charge of those. Robert noted that  

Kelson Smith has begun one, but we need to create a committee master list that 

includes the chair, committee responsibilities and the members of the committee. 

The suggestion was that Deby West would keep that record.  

 Do we need an admission committee that handles admissions issue? Robert 

noted that we had left the Admissions committee process to the 

administration, but noted that we may want to have a conversation regarding 

the influence the Faculty Senate would have.  

o Motion: Create a master list of committees.  



 Motion passed unanimously.  

 

Academic Rigor 

 

Discussed the need to increase rigor in our college classrooms. Robert noted the 

need for faculty to keep standards in our classrooms. Matt Hipps noted that we need 

to have two different conversations about 1) How DWF rates are being used in an 

evaluative sense and 2) How are DWF rates affecting the way grades are being 

distributed in our classes. Hipps noted that this conversation was not intended to be 

a catch all but to specifically address rigor.  

 Robert noted that we passed a resolution to disallow the DWF rate being 

used evaluatively, and that if we needed to take further steps to increase the 

awareness of this.  

o Discussion ensued about how DWF rates are being used on campus. 

Kelson noted that we need to make sure that individual departments 

are aware that DWF rates should not be used in the evaluation 

process on the departmental level.  

 Richard Hambrock pointed out that DWF rates might be 

related to other behaviors that are not directly related to 

grades. He suggested a measure of students through classes to 

attempt to get after if individual classes are affecting 

progression.  

 Chris Wonzy noted that the issue of rigor (in both directions) 

can be a campus wide discussion but there should also be 

conversations between the professor and their immediate 

supervisor.  

 Kelson noted that students are more likely to not show up for 

some classes affecting DWF rates.  

 Andy Meyer wanted to know was faculty lowering standards 

because they didn’t have strategies and did CAE need to 

increase the offerings to help faculty adapt to students.  

 Sarah Mergel explained the history of Liberal Arts having to 

include DWF rates as part of their goals (as a function of CCG 

and the Strategic Plan) 

 Clint Kinkead noted that this has been happening for 

years and that he is in on any committee that deals with 

this issue.  

 Robert and others noted that DWF rates should not be used at 

all.  



 Suggested other measures that did not specifically 

mention DFW rates as part of the evaluative process.  

 Robert suggested a resolution clarifying the resolution 

 Andy noted that maybe the message is being lost in translation 

between Academic Affairs and the Deans (who are 

disseminating the information).  

 Hambrock suggested that we should put off rigor until 

we have settled the DFW rate issue on campus.  

 Sarah noted that we voted, but we didn’t translate it to the rest 

of campus.  

 The question was raised of do we need to have the full faculty 

vote on a faculty resolution?  

 Robert made a motion to email the deans and faculty 

and tell them that they are not allowed to use DFW 

rates in faculty evaluations.  

 Andy asked does that exclude faculty from being able to 

use it positively in their evaluations.  

 Kelson noted that the Bylaws noted the 

recommendation must be in writing 

o Sarah noted that the bylaws indicate that we 

must send the resolution to the full faculty 

within 10 days.  

 We debated whether or not the 

submission of minutes constituted notice 

to the faculty.  

 On the agenda of the next meeting we will put an item 

to discuss the resolution on DFW rates.  

o Asked if we could form an ad-hoc committee on academic rigor  

 Wonzy motioned to create an ad-hoc committee  

 Motion seconded and passed unanimously.  

 

Future Role of Dalton State  

 

Robert noted that most Faculty Senates have a strong hand in dictating the direction 

of the college. The question was raised as to the direction that the college is headed.  

 A comment was made about the direction of the college being bound by the 

direction that the college heads in January. There was also hope expressed 

that we could influence the process of the selection of a new president.  



o Robert noted that they system often appoints interims, and that we as 

a Senate would like to play a larger role in laying out the direction that 

we would like the system to take.  

 Suggestion was made to take it back to the departments. Chris 

Wonzy suggested that we construct a white paper dealing with 

the issue. The body was reminded that there are some 

parameters (CCG and Strategic plan). There was off the record 

conversation regarding the process of change. It was noted that 

there are some specific parameters laid out in the Strategic 

plan. Sarah Mergel noted that the real question might be in the 

influencing of the process through which we arrive at the 

achievement of our goals.  

 Several members voiced that regardless of the outcome 

we still needed to say something so we did not give up 

our right to say something.  

 Sarah noted we could create anonymous discussion 

boards that allowed for faculty feedback in a protected 

environment.  

o The suggestion was made that the Faculty Senate 

first discuss the issue and then bring it back to 

the faculty.  

 Agreed to informally create a discussion 

board space to start the informal 

conversation regarding the vision of the 

college.  

 The Strategic Plan was sent to the entire 

faculty senate for review.  

Academic Calendar  

 

The question was raised about how our schedule differed so strongly from the other 

schools in the system. Sarah Mergel noted it was most likely the length of classes 

that was affecting our schedule. Chris Wonzy noted that our schedule seems to meet 

the required number of hours that are required by the system.  There was debate 

about whether or not it would be worth us looking at the USG Collaborative Services 

Calendar and if that would help us. Robert Culp noted that the T/R classes were 

especially vulnerable in the current schedule.  

 Matt Hipps noted that lack of a dead week or dead period prior to finals. I 

urged the calendar committee to take a careful look at the potential to add a 

dead week and the calendar to help our students prepare for finals.  



o Would turning to a 90 minute session help us and would we be able to 

get Regents approval. 

 Richard Hambrock said the lack of an actual finals week hurts us, as the 

Tuesday-Friday and Monday schedule  

 Robert noted we have a committee that deals with this and that we could 

encourage them to keep this conversation going.  

o Fall Break and Thanksgiving were discussed as a way to change the 

schedule  

 It was asked if students really care about the Fall Break  

 It was noted that if students don’t get a fall break it is a 

long haul between August and Thanksgiving.  

 

Faculty Senate Workspace 

 

Sarah showed us the new faculty senate workspace where we will be able to access 

all of the documents, committee assignments and discussion boards for each of the 

committees. There is also a section for bylaw updates, amendments, agendas and 

minutes and bylaws. Every faculty member on campus has access to the faculty 

senate workspace to promote transparency in our actions to the campus at large.  

 

Andy asked that Deby West was not the person to manage the list as she already had 

enough on her plate.  

 

Floor Open to Discussion 

 

Matt Hipps noted a faculty member wanted us to discuss two items  

 Summer Compensation for folks who teach labs and the percentage that they 

get.  

 Compensation for larger sections and how we determine pay for those large 

sections and the institutional value of what you are doing.  
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